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INVESTMENT REPORT
Blitzscaling Ventures Monthly Analysis of Top Firm Deals

Blitzscalable Companies Announcing
Investment Rounds in March

Shop online together.

A commercial mortgage
marketplace.

A peer-to-peer marketplace for
crypto collectibles and NFTs.

March Deal
Statistics
163 deals? !? Unprecedented!
The top VCs were busy. 58
initial investments is not that
crazy, but the follow-on
activitiy is through the roof!
And a strong showing with 5
possible Blitzscalers to break
down for you. Read on...

Alternative asset platform for
collectable sports cards.

Live stream marketplace for
verified products.

Total Deals Announced

163

Follow-On Investments

113

Initial Investments

58

B2B

77

B2C

30

Possible Candidates

17

Added to our Watch list

5

Rounds over $100M

45
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Chums- 93/100
Chums is a group shopping social network.

Round Size

$3.5 Million

Investment Series

Seed

Noted Investors

Bessemer

Location

New York, New York, United States

Total Raised

$3.5 Million

,Pinduoduo is a blitzscaling group-buying app in China. They are crushing it. So, why is group buying
finally working after so many have tried and failed a decade ago? The answer is that mobile and social
have finally reached a scale that it works. Can Chums replicate the PDD success in the USA? Bessemer is
betting they can with participation in a seed round.
This is an obvious high scorer for us: a social network of people buying things together. There is a strong
incentive to invite friends and get the price as low as possible. They peg the needle on every metric
except product market fit, which we can't say is working until, well, it's out there and working and taking
off. But at 93 points you can bet we will be watching this one closely. .
It makes me wonder - would this work for enterprise saas purchases? Is there a B2B version out there
that would band together SMEs for lower priced CRM subscriptions?
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Lev - 85/100

Lev is a commercial mortgage managed marketplace for real estate owners
and investors trying to secure the best financing for their properties.

Round Size

$10 Million

Investment Series

Seed

Noted Investors

NFX, Canaan

Location

New York, New York, USA

Total Raised

$14 million

VC deals have Angel.co and a host of clones to help startups and investors meet and transact. But if you
are in commercial real estate, and want to put a down payment together and get the best mortgage, there
was no such marketplace until Lev came along. Will Lev finally drag this arcane industry into the digital
age? It is certainly a prize worth winning.
This isn't just any 2-sided marketplace. This is a super high transaction value market that scales to
the$trillions. No doubt it is winner-take-most as the network effects are batantly apparent. For
distribution, this is a small and concentrated community. So it isn't exactly viral, but we feel critical mass
can be achieved very quickly: 9/10.
Product Market Fit is tricky. We would have to talk to both sides of the market, and we haven't had that
opportunity yet. But our guess from the quotes on the website is that we will discover it is a 9/10. We
would give11/10 for market size if we could. Gross margins normally are 10/10, but this market requires
some human hand-holding. So we give a 7/10 for margin and 5/10 for organizational scalability.
Overall, a strong 85 here. They need to be the first to scale, and have just $14M to do it.
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Alt- 85/100
Alt is an alternative asset platform that allows people to buy, sell, and store
sports cards.

Round Size

$31 Million

Investment Series

Series A

Noted Investors

First Round Capital, Andreessen Horowitz

Location

San Francisco, California, USA

Total Raised

$31 Million

Don't worry, this is not another hyped NFt deal that nobody understands. Alt is like ebay, but for serious
collectibles. They store your precious collectibles for you, and let you track the value of your portfolio in a
dashboard. You can buy and sell without ever handling the merchandise. Alt is th trusted service in the
middle. The top seed investor in the US, FRC, is an investor and now A16Z has joined them once again.
We see these two team up quite a bit and pay attention when they do.
How do they score? Well, think ebay, but with a warehouse and insurance. So the score isn't nearly what
ebay gets. But those non-scalable things they do provide differentiation to their customers. Also, we are
not sure about product market fit. Don't collectors want to gaze lovingly upon their collections from timeto-time? Evidently not all of them. And you don't have to put your colection into their storage to use the
system. So it works for all collectors. Not only that, but the portfolio tracking feature is so useful to
collectors that they will use Alt just for that. So the cold-start problem of most marketplaces does not
apply here.
Is the market size really that big? Currently they just do sports cards. So 8/10 for that market. Should
they expand to all high-value collectables, well, that is a different story. We also dock them for gross
margin since they are handling merchandise. That takes people and logistics and insurance, which in turn
suppresses scalability.
But overall, and 85 score is really strong at first glance.
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Open Sea- 82/100
OpenSea is a peer-to-peer marketplace for crypto collectibles and nonfungible tokens.

Round Size

$23 Million

Investment Series

Series A

Noted Investors

Andreessen Horowitz

Location

New York, New York, USA

Total Raised

$27 Million

Okay, so OpenSea is a dreaded, hyped NFT deal. But we can't igrore the emerging leader at scale of a
digitial goods marketplace. The NFT community has emerged, deserves consideration, and so does
OpenSea. Yes, the media frenzy that we had a few weeks back was over the top, but there is a real
community out there that spends real money on NFTs and we need to pay attention to that.
The analysis here is easy. If NFTs are the real deal, then this company will be worth many $billions. If
NFTs are a flash in the pan, then it will be worthless. So, a perfect deal for venture capital, and particularly
for Andreessen who just loves binary outcomes like this and has some amazing winners, alongside their
share of large smoking craters to show for it.
We dock them for viral growth. We just don't see how the market grows except brute force marketing.
Further, the NFT market is nascent, and Opensea is still a young company so product market fit is
evolving.
If you are a fervent believer in the NFT phenomenon as the long term answer to Digital collectibles, then
this is the deal for you. For us, we want to track this one for a bit. NFTs had one big week last month.
Haven't heard much in the news since then though. So time will tell if this community grows into the
main stream or stays on the fringe.
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Whatnot- 84/100
Whatnot is a live stream platform and marketplace that enables collectors
and enthusiasts to connect, buy, and sell verified products.

Round Size

$20 Million

Investment Series

Series A

Noted Investors

Andreessen Horowitz

Location

Marina Del Rey, California, USA

Total Raised

$24 Million

This must be collectibles month. Virtual or tangible, investors are trying to tap into the proven human trait
of spending vast sums on collections of every type. What not exists in the physical realm alongside the
RealReal. Both companies verify the authenticity of everything on their marketplace, as counterfeiters
flood ebay, amazon, and craigslist.
We also like that they have video production around the merchandise for sale. A completley novel idea
with echoes of HSn and Antquies Roadshow.
This is another strong network effect company. So 10/10 for winnter take most. Viral growth? We think
so. Collectibles communities are very tight-knit and vocal. For product market fit we are cautious as
usual. Are people really transacting here? Are they just watching? We need data.
The market is large. Not 10/10 though. This isn't commercial real estate of healthcare. But it is enough to
support a very large company. Scalabiility and margins are hit once again with reductions in score
because of the human intervention needed to verify authenticity. Also, they need to product video
content, which is expensive to do well.
Overall a strong score, and a strong showing for the month in collectibles!
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March Deals

As reported by Crunchbase for the VC firms we track
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